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ELECTRICITY

Dean Institute of Technology
1501 West Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15226-1197
Phone 412-531-4433
Train for a high-paying career in the electric power field.

We are so accustomed to turning on a switch and having a room instantly flooded with light that we seldom think of what is happening to make this possible. At Dean Tech we have specialized electrical courses that have the answer to this and many other uses of electric power. Dean Tech's electrical craft courses provide the opportunity to train for a high paying field of work. The demand for skilled electricians increases every year. Know-how has replaced muscle in this field with emphasis on knowledge of the newer labor-saving tools and the upgraded techniques. That is what Dean Tech electrical craft courses are all about, backed with supervised intense practice room wiring assignments.

HOUSE WIRING

This course was designed to meet the growing need for competent electricians in the residential construction field. It includes comprehensive study on modern wiring—methods and tools, special seminars and classes on the materials in current usage, electrical codes, techniques in blueprint reading, and the basic math required by the practicing electrician. The course is geared for young students as well as for older students. It is also ideal for the experienced electrician who desires training or review in a particular specialty.
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY

This course is designed to meet the constantly growing demand by industry and contractors for electrical technicians who are competent in the field of installation, maintenance and trouble-shooting of higher voltage electrical systems.

The course includes intensive shop practice and training in blueprint reading, classes on electrical codes, and the basic math needed for competence in this craft area.

ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN

This broad technical course gives graduates a wide range of job opportunities and excellent pay levels. The course of study covers basic power circuits, their function, and planning methods. It includes extensive study in the field of lighting, motors, and controls. Intensive study is done on protective devices — a new growth field in residential and commercial protection. The course extends also to cover automatic, special control circuits, electronics and programmable control.
Let Dean Tech start you on your way to a successful, rewarding career.

If you are thinking about a future in Electricity, Dean Tech is the place to go for an all round education—with a craft-oriented course taught by instructors who have had successful careers in industry.

For admission, call or write to Dean Tech's Admission Office. They will arrange an interview for you and a tour of the Institute facilities. This interview is particularly important. Dean Tech can evaluate you and tell you of your potential for this technical field. If you qualify, you register and file your registration fee.

Shortly, you are told when your class begins. In your first class you will get a complete review of all the things you are going to do and learn. You're working every minute you are in class. But Dean Tech students say it's not really work, it's learning things new and valuable, and finding out for yourself how much you can do when you put your mind to it.

Whether your course is taken in the Day or Evening you'll find every class challenging and interesting. More than that, time goes fast, and the investment you make of your time and effort will pay off every day for the rest of your life. You will be somebody successful. You and your family will be proud that you made it . . . earned the right to be a Dean Tech graduate.

**Approvals:** LICENSED by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Education, State Board of Private Licensed Schools. Dean Institute of Technology is approved for Veteran training, the Pennsylvania State Office of Rehabilitation, the Pennsylvania State Higher Education Assistance Agency for Loans, grants J.T.P.A. and T.R.A.

Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges

Dean Institute of Technology has been approved by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Higher Education to award to our graduates the Degree of Associate in Specialized Technology.
HOUSE WIRING
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY
ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN

LIGHT UP YOUR FUTURE
It's YOUR future!

Too often, many high school students leave school unhappy with school and themselves. They feel, "I'm not smart enough," and their grades would seem to prove this.

But, often, this is not true. We all learn things that we enjoy, understand, and fit into our life style. Students who are "craft oriented" often get lost in the general academic courses.

Here at Dean Tech, these same students, put into craft oriented courses, often find themselves in a surprising new position as a "good student."

Where the studies are prime, focused interest improves. Each student can see the relationship of each particular course of study to his particular field of interest. The "reason why" of the learning is obvious and immediate.

Many students, "turned off" by conventional schooling, ceased the effort and have taken jobs in some unskilled field.

A good part of this "lost group" are craft-oriented. By dropping out, they throw away the opportunity to become Technicians with excellent future careers.

It is for these reasons that Dean Institute came into existence 48 years ago. The whole Institute was, and continues to be, structured to assure each student maximum opportunity to develop his special capability.

If you are a student about to take a "blind alley," look at the long term benefits before making your decision. The right one can add at least $250,000 to your life income and affect your whole life style.

And if you are a parent, uncertain how to advise, and concerned by your son's or daughter's academic record, get an evaluation of the student's "craft potential" before you help make the final decision.

Dean Tech's courses are specialized, but we always have time for a frank evaluation of your son's or daughter's technical potential.

For further information — write or call:

Dean Institute of Technology
1501 West Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15226-1197
Phone 412-531-4433